A breast-specific photoacoustic imaging (PAI) system prototype Background: equipped with a hemispherical detector array (HDA) has been reported as a promising system configuration for providing high morphological reproducibility for vascular structures in living bodies.
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Introduction
Blood vessels are important for the delivery of oxygen and nutrients to the entire body. Vascular imaging plays an important role in the diagnosis of congenital vascular abnormalities, diseases of the blood vessels themselves, and angiogenesis associated with diseases such as cancer 1 . Various modalities are used in clinical practice to diagnose diseases by imaging blood vessels. These modalities have some disadvantages, such as the need for contrast medium, exposure to X-ray radiation, or expensive equipment, such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) systems. On the other hand, blood flow imaging is also possible with Doppler ultrasound (US), which does not require contrast medium and is not invasive; however, its spatial resolution is limited.
Photoacoustic tomography (PAT) can be used to visualize blood vessels with high resolution noninvasively 2 . In particular, systems 3-10 using a hemispherical detector array (HDA) as a sensor can reconstruct blood vessel images with good 3D reproducibility. We produced a prototype breast-specific PAT system (PAI-03, 04) 3,5-10 and used it to conduct clinical research by scanning breast cancer patients in the prone position and visualize tumor-related blood vessels caused by breast cancer. The probe arrangement of the HDA was designed to solve the "limited view problem" 11 that causes PAT image degradation. This probe arrangement surrounds the measurement target with a much wider solid angle than that of a linear probe with the PAT apparatus [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] .
The above studies demonstrated the acquisition of highresolution 3D still images with a hemispherical probe over a large area by wide-range scanning of the measurement area.
We also scanned the healthy blood vessels in various body parts other than the breasts with these devices and reported the potential clinical usefulness of this approach [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . By analyzing the blood vessels in the palms of healthy volunteers, we showed that the tortuosity of blood vessels increases with age, suggesting the possibility of assessing the risk of diseases such as arteriosclerosis and other lifestyle diseases. In addition, by imaging perforators in the anterolateral thigh (ALT), this method was demonstrated to be effective for the preoperative planning of ALT free flaps. Although the possibility of this system being useful for imaging blood vessels in contexts other than breast cancer, especially in limbs, has been suggested, there were some related issues, such as the subject having to assume an awkward position and the measurement range being limited due to the shape of the imaging table, which was originally designed for studying breast cancer.
With the aim of imaging blood flow in limbs, we have developed a new PA imaging (PAI) system prototype (PAI-05) equipped with an HDA that generally follows a conventional design. Furthermore, the system is capable of real-time 3D imaging. This paper outlines the device configuration and introduces examples of biological images obtained using this device.
Methods

Device configuration
The basic design of PAI-05, which was developed in cooperation with Canon, Inc., Hitachi, Ltd., and Japan Probe Co., Ltd., mimics that of the conventional prototype 3,5-10 equipped with an HDA that receives the PA signal. An overall image of PAI-05 is shown in Figure 1a . The PAI-05 system consists of a bed unit, including an HDA and a scanning stage, a light source, a fiber bundle, a data acquisition system (DAS), a real-time image reconstruction unit, and an operation personal computer (PC). In this paper, the horizontal plane is the x-y plane, and the x and y axes are the short and long axes of the bed unit, respectively. The z axis is the vertical axis.
When scanning, the body part of the subject is inserted into the holding tray on the bed unit (Figure 1b) . The previous prototypes adopted hemispherical holding cup shapes because they were designed for imaging breasts, but in the PAI-05, the holding tray has a flat bottom to facilitate imaging of the hands and feet. In addition, the bed size was enlarged so that a subject could be measured in various postures. To maintain the flat shape of the bottom surface, it was supported by plastic mesh, and a sheet made of polyethylene terephthalate (PET) film was used on the mesh to separate the acoustic matching water on the HDA from the tray water, which allowed the subject to be immersed (Supplementary Video 1).
Conventionally, the subject's breast was inserted in the hemispherical holding cup while the subject was in the prone position. On the other hand, in the PAI-05 system, to make it easier to scan limbs, the subject lies next to the holding tray filled with water for acoustic matching. This configuration allows the subject to be scanned in a more comfortable posture than that required for imaging the palm with the previous prototype In the conventional breast-specific PAI system, the object to be imaged was nearly round, so it was spirally scanned to form a PA image of circular scanning range 3, [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . On the other hand, in the case of limbs, since the measurement target is often noncircular with the direction of the bone as the major axis, the scanning range is rectangular. To avoid a decrease in
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speed when changing the scanning direction at the vertex, the corners were scanned in a manner producing a smooth locus (Supplementary Video 2).
The measurement target was immersed in a holding tray, and the scanning unit containing the HDA was placed under the bed. The maximum still image measurement area was 270 mm × 180 mm, and the measurement time was proportional to the imaging area. The measurement area size and measurement time are shown in Table 1. A giant-pulse laser beam with a pulse width of less than 20 ns was directed upward along the z axis from the emission end of the fiber bundle on the bottom surface of the HDA. One laser system per wavelength (Lotis TII, Belarus) was used. Using two sets of lasers, fiber bundles were used to guide laser light to the HDA, and alternate irradiation at the two wavelengths was performed. Part of the fiber bundles was pulled out to detect and synchronize the signal reception timing at the DAS unit. The diverging lens located at the base of the HDA conically spread the light to a diameter of 24.8 mm at the surface of the holding tray. Figures 3a-b show the laser profiles.
One laser irradiated light at a repetition frequency of 10 Hz. Each wavelength could be selected from the wavelength range of 750 to 850 nm using an optically pumped Ti:Sa laser and a Q-switched Nd:YAG laser. The wavelength could be set at steps of 1 nm.
To form a hemoglobin oxygen saturation distribution image, wavelengths of 756 and 797 nm were selected, as in the conventional case; 756 nm is the maximum point of the absorptioncoefficient of deoxygenated hemoglobin, and 797 nm is the isosbestic point of oxyhemoglobin and deoxygenated hemoglobin.
In PAI-05, alternate irradiation 10,18 was performed using two different laser systems every 50 ms. The exposure was set to be smaller than the maximum permissible exposure recommended by ANSI at any wavelength. When two lasers were set to the same wavelength, they could irradiate at 20 Hz.
We used an HDA manufactured by Japan Probe Co., Ltd., for the PA signal detector. An ultrasonic flexible array probe 19 using a 1-3 composite piezoelectric transducer made of lead zirconate titanate (PZT) was adopted to arrange 1024 channel sensors on a 55-mm-radius hemisphere of epoxy resin. By applying this device to the hemispherical film, a piezoelectric vibrator with a three-layer structure consisting of a protective layer, a composite resonator, and a damper material was formed ( Figure 4a) . Next, the lead wire was mounted on the hemispherical film-like piezoelectric vibrator using a fine soldering technique, thereby forming a 1024-channel element in a spherical shape, thus completing the HDA (Figure 4b ). The diameter of the single circular element was 2 mm. On the hemispherical sensor, the sensor element was arranged according to a 3D Fibonacci grid 20 , as shown in Figures 4c-d . With this arrangement, the receiving element density per solid angle became nearly uniform, and artifacts generated by image reconstruction could be suppressed. The center frequency and the fractional bandwidth of the device were 3.34 MHz and over 85%, respectively. We set the amplification rate to 48 dB in this study. The average conversion efficiency was 1.9 mV/kPa at 2.5 MHz. The noise equivalent pressure (NEP) measurement was examined using a low-pass filter with a cut-off frequency of 5 MHz, and the NEP, the effective value without signal averaging, of this system was 3.42 Pa.
Data acquisition
The two video images, one from the lower camera (not shown) installed on the bottom of the HDA, and one from the upper camera, as shown in Figure 1a , at the top were displayed on the screen during scanning.
The PA signal was received by the HDA, and the signal data were transferred to the DAS, which was manufactured by Hitachi, Ltd. The DAS amplified the PA signal of 1024 channels at the time of light irradiation from the laser unit, simultaneously sampled 1024 channels at 60 MHz and 12 bits, and converted the signals into digital data. The digital data were sequentially transferred to the image reconstruction PC.
Real-time image reconstruction could be performed during scanning, and the reconstructed PA image was displayed on the operation PC.
The Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine (DICOM) image data reconstructed inside the PAI-05 system based on the DICOM standard (version 3.0) could be automatically transferred to the DICOM image server of Kyoto University Hospital. The PAI-05 system could perform two types of imaging: one in still mode, in which a large area could be imaged by scanning with the HDA; and another in movie mode, in which a specific place was irradiated with laser light to repeatedly obtain updated PA images of that area.
In still mode, images could be acquired with the scanning sizes shown in Table 1 , and the PA images were generated by scanning with the HDA and taking the average of more than 24 scans within the imaging range. For PAI-05, imaging ranges of 40 mm × 40 mm, 50 mm × 100 mm, 100 mm × 50 mm, 135 mm × 180 mm, and 270 × 180 mm could be selected. The scanning stage was controlled to move in a rectangular spiral shape.
Two types of HDA scanning operations were available in movie mode. One type was denoted as simple movie (SM) mode, in which the PA image is updated by repeatedly irradiating one spot with laser light while the HDA remained stationary on the spot. The other type was denoted as fluctuation movie (FM) mode, in which imaging was performed during continuous minute rotational motion. In any movie mode, it was possible to acquire an accumulation of images over time for a reconstructed image according to the number of times of laser light was irradiated. In FM mode, the scanning operation occurred at 3 rotation/sec such that the center of the HDA would follow the trajectory of a circle with a diameter of 3 mm (Supplementary Video 3).
Imaging method
We used universal back-projection (UBP) 21 for PA image reconstruction. When calculating the absorption coefficient from the initial photoacoustic pressure, it is necessary to perform the light intensity correction. In this paper, however, we did not carry out it and limited the discussion within the qualitative consideration. An image was created for each shot of the laser and recorded in movie or still mode. The former method yielded real-time motion pictures, and the latter method yielded a high-quality still image by accumulating scanned images to construct an image with a wide field of view (FOV). The volume shape of the reconstructed image per irradiation, which was occurred every 50 ms, was a circular cylinder. The base was a circle with a diameter of 20 mm in the x-y plane, and the height was 30 mm in the z direction. These image reconstructions were realized in real time by pipeline-processing data transfer and reconstruction operations using five graphics processing units (GPUs, FirePro S9150, Advanced Micro Devices, Inc., USA). The state of reconstruction during scanning was displayed on the operation PC. The voxel size when displaying the reconstruction on the display in real time was 0.1 mm in the x, y, and z directions. The limitation of this system is the "limited view problem" 11 , which is commonly found in other PA systems. Adopting the HDA in the PAI-05 system remarkably alleviates the problem compared to the use of handheld (HH) devices. Nonetheless, the "limited view problem" persists in the PAI-05 system. Figures 4e-j show the result of simulating PA waves generated from rod-like subjects placed at the center of the sensor. The angle of each rod-like subject was set to 0, 30, and 60 degrees, as illustrated in Figures 4e-f, 4g-h, and 4i-j, respectively. When the rod-like subject was set to the horizontal plane or when the inclination was approximately 30 degrees, the signal could be fully received by the HDA. If the subject was set to an inclination of 60 degrees, the PA signal was received at almost the top of the HDA. Although our simulation showed that signals could be received from subjects up to a tilt to 70 degrees, image reconstruction cannot be achieved with a rod-like absorber that is more inclined, i.e., close to vertical. It is considered that many vessels underlying the limbs targeted by the PAI-05 system are largely parallel to the surface of the skin in general, but careful attention is required for analysis.
Ideally, oxygen saturation can be calculated using equation (1) 
where λ 1 and λ 2 represent wavelengths of 756 and 797 nm, respectively; r is the position to be calculated; ε Hb is the molar extinction coefficient of deoxyhemoglobin; and ε ∆Hb is the difference in the molar extinction coefficients between deoxyhemoglobin (Hb) and oxyhemoglobin (HbO 2 ).
In real situations, since ideal hemoglobin oxygen saturation (SO 2 ) cannot be obtained due to various error factors, we refer to the parameter obtained by the two wavelengths as the S-factor 15 . As described previously 10 , the relation of the magnitude of SO 2 and the S-factor is maintained within the range where the amount of irradiated light can be regarded as the same as that in a neighboring region.
Calculation of the S-factor was not performed by the PAI-05 system; instead, after data acquisition, PA signal data were copied to another PC, and the calculation were performed off-line. A weighted S-factor 15 was used for image display by producing a weighted image with a signal intensity of 797 nm. To calculate these S-factors and display PA images, we used a PAT-dedicated viewer named Kurumi [version 3.91 22 ].
Kurumi is equipped with a body surface detection function that uses cloth simulation 23 , which makes it easier to analyze deeper areas by deleting unnecessary image information, such as that related to subcutaneous vein networks, as necessary. To detect the position of the body surface, an image obtained at 797 nm was mainly used.
Imaging subjects
The phantom used in this study was as follows. Surgical thread (11-0, thickness, 10-19 μm, Monosof, Medtronic plc, Ireland) was used for a line spread function (LSF) evaluation (not shown). The thread was placed parallel to the horizontal plane at a depth of a few mm closer to the tray bottom from the center of curvature of the HDA. Figures 5a-b ); μ a is the absorption coefficient, and ' s µ is the equivalent scattering coefficient. Five wire phantoms were installed at positions of 0, 5, 10, 15 and 20 mm along the z axis from the bottom of the tray. To evaluate the allowance of the visualization range of the "limited view problem," we used wire phantoms (Figures 5c-d) installed in Intralipos at an angle to the sensor scanning plane or the x-y plane.
To simply evaluate the wavelength dependence of the PA signal intensity, a line written on white office paper with four colors of oil-based ink pen (black, red, green and blue) was used. A V-680 spectrophotometer (JASCO Co., Japan) was used to evaluate the reflectance spectral characteristics of the office paper and oil-based ink written on the paper.
For living body measurements, one healthy male subject was recruited. He was 173 cm tall, his foot was 25.5 cm long, and he was in his fifties. The hair of the imaged limb was cut beforehand with hair clippers, but when the remaining hair roots interfered with the analysis, the hair root data was excluded using the body surface detection method described above. This subject was registered as a healthy volunteer in a control group of an exploratory clinical study for examining the vascular condition of patients with a skin disease using the same PAI-05 system. In the current study, biological data from the clinical study were only utilized for the presentation of imaging examples. The results of the skin disease analyses will be reported in the near future.
Ethics
The present study was approved by the Ethics Committee of the Kyoto University Hospital (UMIN 000022767), and written informed consent was obtained from the subject. This study was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.
Results
Phantom experiments
The performance of the system was evaluated using phantoms. The results are shown in Figure 6 . The results obtained with the surgical thread phantom are shown in Figures 6a-c. As a result of evaluating the LSF, the full width at half maximum (FWHM) in the direction parallel to the HDA scanning plane was 0.21 mm, and the FWHM for the z axis was also 0.21 mm. The image quality of the movie mode was evaluated using a wire phantom while changing the number of PA images averaged in both SM and FM modes. Figures 7b and 7d . To quantify the amount of noise, the background noise of data obtained in FM and SM mode was evaluated using the root mean square (RMS) value. The background was defined as inside the area (x: 6 mm, y: 2.5 mm, z: 2.5 mm) where the wire phantom did not exist.
For the noise analysis, a plot of the background noise after normalization by the background noise without averaging was made as a function of the number of images averaged (N), as shown in Figure 7e . The background noise in FM mode decreased in proportion to 1/ N until N reached ten; furthermore, when N was 11 or more, the background noise did not decrease but remained nearly constant. Because the rotational scanning of the sensor in FM mode was 3 rotations/sec, the first data acquisition position coincided with the eleventh position.
In SM mode, reducing the background noise only slightly reduced the system noise with respect to N. The FM mode showed a greater noise reduction effect than the SM mode. To analyze the noise reduction effect in FM mode, Figure 7f was created. Each image in the upper row represents 1 shot at a different position in FM mode; binarization processing was performed with 1 as the part exceeding the 1/20 luminance value of the wire phantom contained in the screen and displayed. Among these areas, the noise area is a portion that expresses 1 even though no wire phantom subject exists in that area. The noise extends in a streak shape from the wire portion and is considered an image artifact. The lower row shows FM mode images obtained by averaging 2 shots, 3 shots, and 4 shots, respectively, from the diagram on the left. As the images overlapped after shifting the position of the streak artifact, the intensity of the noise could be reduced by averaging the whole images. Needless to say, the image averaging caused degradation of the temporal resolution. There was an obvious trade-off between temporal resolution and image quality in FM mode, and degradation of the temporal resolution occurred almost without improving image quality in SM mode.
With the PAI-05 system, the wavelength could be arbitrarily selected from 750 to 850 nm. Figure 8a shows the reflectance spectral characteristics of the white office paper and four colors of oil-based ink colors (black, red, green, blue) written on the paper. Figure 8b shows the wavelength dependence of the PA intensity obtained using the PAI-05 system. As the light intensity reflected by the sample was small, the light absorbance was increased, which resulted in increased PA intensity. This is a valid result as a PA property. No PA signals were obtained from the white office paper or red ink at all. PAI of a human subject Next, the living subject was imaged. This system was newly designed to facilitate the imaging of limbs. We designed the holding tray to be shallower and wider than before to make it more comfortable for a subject to assume the posture required for scanning. Similar to the results of the phantom experiments, as shown in Figure 9a and other figures, PA images of blood vessels could be reconstructed with definition equal to or higher than that of the previous prototypes [6] [7] [8] .
In the image of the sole of the foot shown in Figure 9f , the PA image of blood vessels in the heel region was not recognized as a network shape, unlike the surroundings. This may be because body weight was applied to the heel at the time of measurement, thus inhibiting blood flow in the subcutaneous veins. Figure 9g shows a PA image of the dorsum of the foot. The whole image of the region could not be shown because the whole dorsal foot was not immersed in water in the shallow holding tray. Likewise, the upper and lower parts of the lower leg shown in Figure 9e were not visualized because they protruded from the water.
The thigh shown in Figure 9d was shaved in advance, but black hair roots remained, and the signal intensity of these roots was stronger than that of the blood vessels. Therefore, the image To facilitate the artifact analysis, binarization was performed; values 1/20 or more of the peak intensity was considered noise, and the intensity value of that position was set to 1; the intensity value of the remaining positions, where the noise was less than 1/20 of the peak intensity, was set to zero. From left to right, the lower row shows the images obtained in FM mode with N=2, N=3, and N=4. The intensity of the true signals of the phantom is almost 1, and the intensity of the artifact decreases as N increases.
produced by removing the hair volume data using cloth simulation is shown. Figure 11a shows a total MIP image including the skin surface, and 11b shows a MIP image of the deep region after deletion of the subcutaneous vein network. It is generally known that an artery is accompanied by one or two vein(s). Such accompanying blood vessels near the common palmar digital arteries could be visually recognized from these figures that by their different S-factor values. Figures 11c-d show images of the blood vessels in the ALT. Figure 11c shows a total MIP image including the skin surface, and Figure 11d shows a MIP image of the deep region after deletion of the surface image of hair roots, skin melanin, and subcutaneous vein network. As with the image of the palm, it was visually recognized that both arteries and veins were present side by side.
In the PAI-05 system, two laser wavelengths can be arbitrarily selected within the range of 750 to 850 nm. Stable S-factor images were obtained by adopting alternating irradiation. Figures 12a-b show the area used for analyzing PA intensity for different wavelengths. 
Discussion
In the PAI-05 system, the HDA consisted of 1024 high-density sensors arranged inside a hemispherical casing with a diameter of 110 mm.
In the previous designs 3,5-10 , approximately 500 discrete rodshaped sensors were inserted into a hemispherical casing with a diameter of 254 mm, but designing such a high-density arrangement for this study might have been difficult with conventional methods. The HDA design developed for this study using filmtype sensors has the potential to greatly simplify the sensor manufacturing process for practical use because it was able to realize a 1024-channel arrangement, which may be difficult with discrete elements. This design made it possible to obtain images with less noise even with one shot, contributing to the realization of real-time motion pictures. While real-time motion pictures in PAT have mainly been reported in combination with conventional B-mode ultrasound 16,17 , the reproducibility of the blood vessel morphology in the PA images seems to be poor. Although the resolution seems to be good in the plane of a previously reported ring sensor 24 , the resolution in the direction normal to the ring surface is reportedly several mm or more. 3D structural analysis using images with such large anisotropy would be difficult.
As shown in Figure 6 and in other papers [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] , PA images obtained by a PAI system with an HDA show nearly isotropic spatial resolution, which is considered optimal for reproducing the morphology of blood vessels. Information for diagnosis can be obtained by performing 3D observations from different directions using not only still image but also real-time motion pictures. There is no doubt that larger imaging areas for capturing both still images and motion pictures will greatly contribute to the diagnosis of conditions in living organisms.
Regarding the phantom evaluation, sufficient contrast was obtained at a depth of 2 cm in still mode. This depth is nearly sufficient for imaging the subcutaneous vessels of limbs. Lineartype phantoms could be imaged from 0 to 70 degrees with respect to the evaluation of the "limited view problem," so it can be expected that most actual blood vessels in the living subject can be observed using the PAI-05 system. On the other hand, there is still an issue that perforators rising from deep regions may be difficult to visualize, as noted in a previous paper 7 . Clinical research in biological organisms should be continued, and diagnostic capability of the system should be verified.
In the phantom experiment for evaluating the image quality in movie mode, the noise could be reduced by increasing the number of images averaged (N), as shown in Figure 7 . Generally, the amount of noise is proportional to 1/ N in the case of white noise. The noise improvement effect in SM mode was smaller than 1/ N , suggesting that the noise was not a random system noise. As shown in the upper row of Figure 7f , the shape of the noise showed good reproducibility. Therefore, it is suggested that it was a fixed artifact pattern. In FM mode, the position of the HDA changes with each laser irradiation. The spatial distribution of artifacts is changed by shifting the relative position of the HDA with respect to the absorber. Artifacts in FM can be suppressed by averaging the various spatial distributions. It seems that both the system noise and the effect of the artifact were reduced by increasing N, as shown in the lower row of Figure 7f . Because this suppression effect was in accordance with 1/ N up to N=10, for which the position of the probe varied, it can be considered that the noise suppression effect was realized by superimposed data in an almost uncorrelated spatial state.
As for the evaluation of the living subject, it was possible to appropriately scan the limbs by designing the system configuration to be suitable for limb imaging. Since it is now possible to obtain PA images in a wide range, it is expected that diagnosing conditions affecting blood vessel will be made easier by viewing more complete images. These images will also be able to provide clinically useful information, such as that necessary for preoperative planning.
Adopting a rectangular spiral scan instead of the conventional circular spiral 3,5-10 could not only reduce the dead space when scanning long body parts but also shorten the scanning time.
Nonetheless, because the scanning time varies depending on the size of the area when applied for routine clinical diagnosis, physicians may need to carefully determine the minimum required scanning range in consideration of the state of the patient.
The PAI-05 system is limited to four scanning modes, as shown in Table 1 ; however, if it becomes possible to freely select the region of interest (ROI) according to the shape of the subject, to the scanning time could be further shortened.
There were body parts that could not be imaged as they were protruding from the water in the holding tray. This may be a large problem to be solved, especially in the context of scanning elderly patients or areas that require an awkward posture. Another approach for acoustic matching between the subject and the holding tray, such as applying an acoustic matching gel 15 , may have to be considered.
The ability to arbitrarily select the wavelength may contribute to improving the quantitative analysis of SO 2 25, 26 . This capability could also enable the imaging of externally added dyes, such as indocyanine green (ICG), and thus enhance the applicability of PAT 27 . There are still no useful clinical application based on the clinical evidence of real-time 3D PAI, but new clinical applications of our PAI system will be developed and are expected to be proven in the near future. For example, diagnostic imaging using molecular probes is currently under development for future applications. Additionally, high-definition 3D imaging modes could potentially clarify drug delivery characteristics with high temporal resolution. The potential applications of the PAI-05 system reported here could be considered great advances in PAT technology. Clinical research in patients will be conducted in the future. The device performance for actual human subjects will be evaluated at that time.
Clinical research in patients will be conducted in the future. A high-quality 3D motion picture (so-called 4D imaging) with submillimeter resolution may be difficult even with CT or MRI, and it is expected that new clinical findings will be obtained with the PAI-05 system. This system is promising for obtaining a wide range of high-definition images not only for the preoperative planning of free flap surgery but also for the PAT-based diagnosis of breast cancer, as previously reported 10 .
In summary, we developed a new system, named PAI-05, dedicated to limb imaging and showed its properties in phantom experiments. We also imaged the limbs of a living subject in a wide range using the PAI-05 system. As with the conventional prototype, a high-resolution arteriovenous image was obtained by label-free imaging. Real-time motion pictures in an area with a diameter of 20 mm could be obtained. We expect to develop new clinical applications for the new PAT system. The funders had no role in study design, data collection and analysis, decision to publish, or preparation of the manuscript. Hideyuki Hasegawa Graduate School of Science and Engineering, University of Toyama, Toyama, Japan This paper describes a state-of-the-art system, which is capable of real-time photoacoustic imaging of a living human body. The authors evaluated fundamental characteristics of the system, such as spatial resolution and angle-dependent visibility of a target, and also showed the feasibility of the system in in vivo imaging of vascular trees in a living human body. The system is able to visualize small vessels with good resolution and contrast. The contents of the paper would be of interest for the readers. Upon indexing, I suggest revisions described below:
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(7) Response: Agreed but no revised Yes. We consider that the motion compensation technique can derive a better image, but it is not utilized in this paper. We can do it as written in the previous article, so we will adopt it as necessary in future clinical research. We made no additional sentence.
(8) Response: Not revised With the spatial resolution of the current device, we cannot discriminate red blood cells individually, so we believe there is no effect of blood flow. We made no additional sentence.
(9) Response: Not revised The artifacts seen in Fig. 6 are generated not by arrangement of the elements but by the discontinuation of the detectors around edges of the HDA. The effectiveness of adopting Fibonacci grid is to suppress the artifacts generated in a specific direction since the detectable area of each element is uniform. We made no additional sentence and quantitative arguments.
(10) Response: Not revised It is also an artifact due to the discontinuation of the detectors around edges of the HDA as same as the (9). Oxygen saturation of blood vessels overlaid on this artifact may be affected by artifacts. We made no additional sentence.
Best regards, Kenichi Nagae and Yasufumi Asao Ken-ichi Nagae, Yoshiaki Sudo, Yasufumi Asao and Takayuki Yagi are Competing Interests: employees of Canon Inc., Japan. Katsumi Ohira and Yuusuke Tanaka are employees of Japan Probe, Co. Ltd., Japan. Naoyuki Murayama is an employee of Hitachi, Ltd., Japan. YA and TY 1.
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Probe, Co. Ltd., Japan. Naoyuki Murayama is an employee of Hitachi, Ltd., Japan. YA and TY temporarily transferred to the Japan Science and Technology Agency. Canon Inc. designed and invented the photoacoustic imaging system used in this study. The other authors have no conflict of interest. The authors would like to thank Reviewer #1 for your detail comments and suggestions. It is a great honor to receive high evaluation. However, if there is concern about duplication with the results and discussion of clinical research papers planned to be submitted in the future, we cannot describe that point deeply. Therefore, there may be points that are not answered enough for comments.
(1) Response: Partially agreed We agree that the phantom's evaluation is inadequate as you pointed out, and evaluation by the human being is indispensable for showing the device performance. Nonetheless, we think that it is not good data to quantify it with just one healthy person this paper. There is no guarantee that this person is typical. The results of clinical research using the device disclosed this time will be papers in future. The depth performance of human imaging should be discussed in multiple cases among them. So, we added the following sentence to the discussion section. (Additional sentence) Clinical research in patients will be conducted in the future. The device performance for actual human subjects will be evaluated at that time.
(2) Response: Agreed but not revised The applicability to biometric authentication has already been mentioned in reference [6] , so it is (2) Response: Agreed but not revised The applicability to biometric authentication has already been mentioned in reference [6] , so it is omitted in this paper. In this paper, we designed the device that can measure limbs in a versatile medical usage. It is primarily targeted for medical applications and has been evaluated as useful for research on plastic surgery area using this device. Through clinical research, issues for patients have come to be seen and we are aware that the current situation is not ideal as you pointed out. Therefore, it is described as follows.
"This may be a large problem to be solved, especially in the context of scanning elderly patients or areas that require an awkward posture. Another approach for acoustic matching between the subject and the holding tray, such as applying an acoustic matching gel [15] , may have to be considered."
It is no doubt that it can be downsized by technical development, but we have not confirmed details, so I think that it is not appropriate to describe as a paper. Further clinical issues to be solved should be listed in individual clinical papers to be submitted in the future. We would like to maintain the text from the original paper without any additional sentence.
(3) Response: Agreed but not revised We also started clinical studies using ICG imaging, and also presented the results of comparison between SPY (or PDE) and PAI at domestic and international conferences. It will be appeared in a clinical paper shortly. Since conflicts are concerned, we would like to avoid detailed description.
(4) Response: Agreed We added the sentence to the device configuration section. (Additional sentence) We set the amplification rate to 48dB in this study.
(5) Response: Agreed but not revised We calculated it and we concluded that until the densest sensor arrangement on the hemispherical array, the image quality, which corresponds the number of artifacts, monotonically improves in proportion to the number of sensors. In other words, there is no cutoff number. We did not modify the text for this comment.
(6) Response: Not revised No special image processing has been done. We made no additional sentence.
Best regards, Kenichi Nagae and Yasufumi Asao Ken-ichi Nagae, Yoshiaki Sudo, Yasufumi Asao and Takayuki Yagi are Competing Interests: employees of Canon Inc., Japan. Katsumi Ohira and Yuusuke Tanaka are employees of Japan Probe, Co. Ltd., Japan. Naoyuki Murayama is an employee of Hitachi, Ltd., Japan. YA and TY temporarily transferred to the Japan Science and Technology Agency. Canon Inc. designed and invented the photoacoustic imaging system used in this study. The other authors have no conflict of interest.
